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About Sanstha:

The Rayat Shikshan Sanstha, Satara is one of the leading educational institutions in Asia. Its contribution in

the field of education, especially for the underprivileged and downtrodden is matchless. It has dawned the spirit of

education among the peasants when it was dark hour in the pre independent India. In the year 1919, the founder of Rayat

Shikshan Sanstha Dr Karmveer Bhaurao Patil head started the mission of mass education, ignored till then; and today in

post centenary year , the institution stands head and shoulder above all other institutions in India igniting dreams of

thousands of poor and destitute. Since the past hundred years the institute has kept pace with the time and along with

maintaining its primary goal of educating masses, it has tried to bring about quality change: demand of time, today. Today,

the Sanstha is a password for quality education, a benchmark, and is a pathway for many to follow.
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About Department:

Years matter, but always they don't count. Though, the department of English is as old as the college itself; in

the span of 53 years, the last decade took an impetuous in a real sense as NAAC gave new dimensions to the whole of

educational world in India that was trapped in traditional education. The bygone times had its own aura because of devoted

teachers with only one occupation of teaching. Since the advent of NAAC, teachers became professionals and teaching

became more a vocation than a passion. Department of English had kept pace with changing times. Adopting to the various

teaching learning methods, Student participation, Employing Innovative Ideas and organization of its activities in a novel

way. Activities like Wisdom Wizards, Ti Fulrani: felicitation of parents with single girl child, National Seminars, Workshop

on Drama are well appreciated beyond the campus. Chetan Bhagat renowned novelist in his video message appreciates the

departmental activities. Rosemary D’ouglas from Wittenberg University, Dr. Rodney Clerken from US, Mr. Sushobhan

Sen, independent film producer, writer, director from Himachal Pradesh have enjoyed their sessions with our students in

person. Several other activities are a routine of the department. The paramount of the departmental activity is being

presented to you through the talk of globally known veteran actor, socially committed mind ,seeker of truth, a fearless man

Hon. Naseeruddin Shah…
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Wisdom Wizards talk:

This an initiation of the college and a best practice that aims at the inspiration, motivation and fuels the

aspirations of young minds. It is not limited to the college students alone but reaches all the stakeholders ; thereby to create

awareness among them to see and aspire quality change. In this endeavor, guests like Dr. Ashok Khade, a successful

businessman who reached at zenith from rags to riches, Dr. Vinita Vyas (IFS) Joint Director Sahyadri Tiger Reserve and

Hon. Shriniwasji Patil, Former Governor, Sikkim and MP today have inspired our students. This journey is on…
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